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Purpose of the Study 

Securing of the accessibility of historical cultural heritages in the world has many subjects 

under the World Heritage Convention and the Cultural Properties Protection Law. On the 

other hand, there are sightseeing needs of elderly people and people with disabilities for these 

cultural and historical assets, and it is required the more accurate maintenance of these 

facilities. About the accessibility in historical and cultural assets, the offer side performs 

maintenance of software and hardware, and it is made to access for them to historical and 

cultural assets as much as possible. As a concept which made the basis of the right for people 

to access culture, it is taking the position of securing access to historical and cultural assets as 

much as possible, examining a certain alternatives also when it have difficulties, and the 

maintenance of historical and cultural assets must be minimized for preservation of cultural 

properties. These two approaches of corresponding as assisting by someone must be taken. 

Between the compromise of preservation of cultural properties and smooth accessibility, there 

is a consciousness difference by people and it is required to agree each other. In working on a 

concrete maintenance policy, it is important that the approach carried out inclusive 

approaches.  

 

Approach and/or Methodology 

In this research, at Himeji Castle of world heritage, it is carried out the examination for 

accessibility of a visually impaired person and a wheelchair user. Himeji Castle is preparing 

that look at repair much closer in several years after.  

As an examination method, it is selected the part for securing accessibility, it is evaluated 

difficulty and a maintenance scale for a wheelchair and visually impaired person. About the 

part considered that maintenance is required, user investigation was practiced and it has been 

grasped the problem by the situation of a barrier.  

 

Results or Expected Results / Conclusion 

As a result, it is mentioned as a barrier for the road surface by the wheelchair user and the 

visually impaired person. Especially visually impaired person, it is difficult to obtain 

historical value information. Therefore, after taking preservation of cultural properties into 

consideration, especially improvement of a dangerous portion and repair, it is required the 

device to installation of temporary goods (cf. removable lamp, an exclusive EWC). In 

addition, the care method, information presentation of a sightseeing course, and training of a 

volunteer staff can be considered. It is turned out that the production of environment which 

can feel and understand all together, and the obtained value for sightseeing is a keyword. 
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Topic Code 

C. Accessible tourism: Conservation, access to the historic and natural heritage 


